
Product Name:  DirtierEddy's The Spreader
Product Copyright: DirtierEddy

Copyright Date: 12/28/10

Product Description:  

Make-A-Wish and hope you never end up a victim strapped to The Spreader.
The set includes the main Spreader Machine, a separate posable set of controls,
and pose sets for Victoria 3 & 4, and Michael 3 & 4. 

The main Spreader machine figure highlights:

-Posable Leg Spreaders with morph adjustments for fit.
-Moving actuator gears
-Adjustable seat back
-Sliding Arm Crossbar restraint with morphing tie downs for fit

The Spread Controls figure highlights:

-Rotating control console
-Two Independantly movable control levers (one for each leg)
- Display panel and QWERTY style keyboard 

                     - Adjustable length cable for attaching to Spreader Machine

Pose Sets:  Included with the set are Closed (legs together) and Spread open
poses for:    DAZ  Victoria 4, Victoria 3, Michael 4, and Michael 3 as well as
machine poses to match each figure.

Check out the additional product images for more information.You can also
check out more images at my gallery, “DirtierEddy” here at Renderotica.

--------------

System Requirements:

PC Only Operating Systems Windows XP (SP2) & Vista
Poser 7, Poser 8, Poser Pro,  . Not tested in earlier versions or other other
applications.
--------------



Ownership statements or list of licensed source material: 

All of this products content was created by:

DirtierEddy 
                                               
--------------

Needed Files List:

 Poser 7 or higher
 --------------

Detailed Installation Instructions

Extract the zip-archive with your zip program:
- Open WinZip or other extraction utility and  -Extract-
- In the window -Folders/drives-, select the folder that contain your
Poser program.
(example. c:\program files\SmithMicro\Poser Pro ).
- The check box -Use Folder names- must be marked.
That way, all files will placed in the correct path.

Or 

with Poser 7 & Poser Pro
Download and save ZIP file in folder of choice (do not extract)
- Open Poser application and select Content tab
- Choose "Install from ZIP Archive"
- Locate saved zip file 
- Install in Downloads directory or directory of choice.

Usage Tips/Limitations:

To load the Spreader items from into the scene, open your Figure section into
which you installed the items.  Open “The Spreader” folder and double-click or
use the single check mark at the bottom of the menu to bring the desired item
into the scene.  If other figures are already in the scene, make sure to use the
double-check mark button at the bottom of the menu to add an additional figure.

Next bring in your desired 'victim' into the scene.  You can use any of your
humanoid figures, however for ease of use, pose sets have already been
included for V4,V3,M4, &M3.



Once your victims are added, open the Pose folder and find The Spreader Pose
folder.  To pose the machine, open the MachinePoses sub folder and select the
pose you want that corresponds to the victim figure. Make sure the Spreader is
selected in the GUI and add the desired pose.

To pose the victim figure, open the pose subfolder's that match (ie V4 Poses, M4
Poses, ect.)  Make sure the figure is selected and import the desired pose.
Adjust the machine and figure as desired for your renders.

Add the Spread controls, just as you added the Spreader machine figure.  By
default, the machine is positioned toward the head of the machine, however you
can reposition it as desired, by rotating the figure and adjusting the top control
box rotation and connector arm length.

Files List and Exact folder names & locations: 

..Files List and Exact folder names & locations: 

..\Runtime\
DirtierEddy_TheSpreaderReadme.pdf
EndUserLicense.txt

..\Runtime\Geometries\TheSpreader\
cntroller.obj
spread1.obj

..\Runtime\Textures\Spreader\
spreaderCONTROL.jpg
spreaderTex.jpg

..\Runtime\Libraries\Character\Spreader\
SpreadControls.cr2
SpreadControls.png
TheSpreader.cr2
TheSpreader.png

..\Runtime\Libraries\Pose\Spreader\V4Poses\
V4Closed.png
V4Closed.pz2
V4Spread.png
V4Spread.pz2

..\Runtime\Libraries\Pose\Spreader\V3poses\
V3Closed.png
V3Closed.pz2



V3Spread.png
V3Spread.pz2

..\Runtime\Libraries\Pose\Spreader\MachinePoses\
M3Closed.png
M3Closed.pz2
M3Spread.png
M3Spread.pz2
M4Closed.png
M4Closed.pz2
M4Spread.png
M4Spread.pz2
V3Closed.png
V3Closed.pz2
V3Spread.png
V3Spread.pz2
V4Closed.png
V4Closed.pz2
V4Spread.png
V4Spread.pz2

..\Runtime\Libraries\Pose\Spreader\M4Poses\
M4Closed.png
M4Closed.pz2
M4Spread.png
M4Spread.pz2

..\Runtime\Libraries\Pose\Spreader\M3Poses\
M3Closed.png
M3Closed.pz2
M3Spread.png
M3Spread.pz2

Thank you for choosing my work. If you have questions contact vendor at
dirtiereddy@yahoo.com


